
Sustainability is progress 

There are more than 7 billion people and billions of other creatures on earth that requires sustainable 
progress to exist. The irony is that humans are the only species that creates environment destruction 
on such a vast scale that life of all species is vulnerable. The spread of nuclear weapons and the 
obstinate manufacture of material and biological weapons that are intended to kill are unconscionable. 

That the vast majority allow a few selfish people to threaten global wellbeing is a stain on history.  

On a local level and for South Africa to progress and succeed, we require drastic behaviour change. 
While violence, addiction, redundancy, racism and widespread abuse among various other crimes 
remain endemic, logic suggests that society must reduce all forms of criminality to progress.  

That nation like Sweden, Norway, Switzerland and other peoples exist in tranquillity and prosperity 
suggests that a better life for locals is possible. While our history of slavery, colonialism and Apartheid 
was destructive, we cannot continue to only blame the past. This quality of thought will give those in 
authority, continues excuse not to accept responsibility for the future. While inequality has deep roots 
and racism has left obvious scars, as a collective, society cannot progress or build on historic hatred. 

If we do not progress as a collective, society will remain divided. As a result, those who can afford to 
separate themselves will do so. Thus a new type of Apartheid will evolve based primarily on money. 

Qualitative collective progress demands that society at some urgent point, step away from an innate 
emotional responses towards genuine and sustainable change. Constitutional democracy and even 
the God of Abraham and Jacob will not save us if we do not unlearn destructive behaviour. 

In the Qur’an it is written that, “God does not change the condition of a people unless they change 
what is in themselves”. Thus the God of Abraham Isaac and Jacob will not change the condition of a 
people unless they change themselves with respect to their beliefs, world-view, and lifestyle.  Thus, 
each society in history holds the reins of destiny in its own hands. Islam considers a society to be 
composed of conscious individuals who are equipped with free will and who have a responsibility 
toward themselves and others this includes God and other living and non-living things.  

Islam sees humanity as the "motor" of history. Without excluding God's forgiveness and mercy etc, 
every individual's will and behaviour determine the outcome of their life in this world and in the 
Hereafter. Thus society's progress or decline is determined by the will, world-view, and lifestyle of its 
members. Thus each generation sow the field of this present time in order to harvest in the near and 
far future. History is thus made up of our own choices and not entirely laid out by a compelling will. 

Furthermore, a Prophetic tradition emphasizes the idea that: "You will be ruled according to how you 
are how you believe, live, and behave. 

In the words of the wise, are our political leaders and the turmoil in parliament an echo of the 
prophetic prophesies and are we as a society being rebuked by God with this quality leadership? 
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